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Nanoelectronics

• Quantum wires
• Quantum waveguides
• Designer potentials - STM places individual

atoms on a surface; quantum dots
• Semi- and non-conducting “threads”
        Simplified mathematical models



An electron near a charged thread
LMP 2006, with Exner and Loss

Fix the length of the thread.  What shape binds the
electron the least tightly?  Conjectured for about 3
years that answer is circle.



Reduction to an isoperimetric
problem of classical type.

Is it true that:



Reduction to an isoperimetric
problem of classical type.

Birman-Schwinger reduction.  A negative eigenvalue
of the Hamiltonian corresponds to a fixed point of the
Birman-Schwinger operator:

K0 is the Macdonald function (Bessel function
that is the kernel of the resolvent in 2 D).



About Birman-Schwinger

With a factorization due to Birman and
Schwinger, an operator H will have
eigenvalue λ iff the family of operators
B(λ) has eigenvalue 1.











It suffices to show that the largest eigenvalue of
is uniquely minimized by the circle, i.e.,

with equality only for the circle.



It suffices to show that the largest eigenvalue of
is uniquely minimized by the circle, i.e.,

with equality only for the circle.  Equivalently, show
that

is positive (0 for the circle).



Since K0 is decreasing and strictly convex, with Jensen’s
inequality,

i.e. for the circle.   The conjecture has been reduced to:



A family of isoperimetric
conjectures for p > 0:

Right side corresponds to circle.



Proposition. 2.1.

First part follows from convexity of x → xa for a > 1:



Proof when p = 2







Inequality equivalent to



Inductive argument based on
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What about p > 2?
At what critical value of p does the circle stop being the
maximizer?

This problem is open.  We calculated ||Γ(s+u) - Γ(s)||p for
some examples:

Two straight line segments of length π:

||Γ(s+u) - Γ(s)||pp = 2p+2(π/2)p+1/(p+1)  .

Better than the circle for p > 3.15296…



What about p > 2?
Examples that are more like the circle are not better than
the circle until higher p:

Stadium, small straight segments   p > 4.27898…
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What about p > 2?
Examples that are more like the circle are not better than
the circle until higher p:

Stadium, small straight segments   p > 4.27898…

Polygon with many sides, p > 6

Polygon with rounded edges, similar.



Circle is local maximizer
for all p < ∞



On a (hyper) surface,
what object is most like

the Laplacian?

(Δ  = the good old flat scalar Laplacian of Laplace)



Answer #1 (Beltrami’s answer):  

Consider only tangential variations.



Difficulty:

• The Laplace-Beltrami operator is an
intrinsic object, and as such is unaware
that the surface is immersed!

Answer #1 (Beltrami’s answer):  

Consider only tangential variations.



Answer #2
The nanoelectronics answer

• E.g., Da Costa, Phys. Rev. A 1981

                      - ΔLB + q,

d=1, q = -κ2/4  ≤ 0        d=2, q = - (κ1-κ2)2/4 ≤ 0



Some other answers

• In other physical situations, such as
reaction-diffusion, q(x) may be other
quadratic expressions in the curvature,
usually q(x) ≤ 0.

• The conformal answer:   q(x) is a
multiple of the scalar curvature.



Heisenberg's Answer
(if he had thought about it)



Heisenberg's Answer
(if he had thought about it)

Note:  q(x) ≥ 0   !



Some more loopy problems



The isoperimetric theorems for
- ∇2 + q(κ)



Minimality when g ≤ 1/4.





A non linear functional



A non linear functional







Minimizer therefore exists.
Its Euler equation is



Solution of Euler equation of the form:

Nonconstant solution of this form excluded because



The isoperimetric theorems for
- ∇2 + q(κ)



Progress on -d2/ds2 + g κ2

• Benguria-Loss, Contemp. Math. 2004
– Connnection to Lieb-Thirring in one-D
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Progress on -d2/ds2 + g κ2

• Benguria-Loss, Contemp. Math. 2004
– Connnection to Lieb-Thirring in one-D
– Family of curves with same λ0 as circle when

g=1
– λ0 > 1/2.



Progress on -d2/ds2 + g κ2

• Linde Proc AMS 2005
• λ0 > 0.6085 (convex, etc.)









Universal Bounds using Commutators

• A “sum rule” identity (Harrell-Stubbe, 1997):

Here, H is any Schrödinger operator, p is the gradient
(times -i if you are a physicist and you use atomic units)



Commutators:   [A,B] := AB-BA
3a.   The equations of space curves are commutators:

Note:  curvature is defined by a second commutator



The Serret-Frenet equations as
commutator relations:



Sum on m and integrate.                                       QED

Lemma.  Let M be a smooth curve in Rd, d = 2 or 3.  Then for



Sum on m and integrate.                                       QED



Interpretation:

Algebraically, for quantum mechanics on a
wire, the natural H0 is not

                        p2,

but rather

              H1/4 :=     p2 + κ2/4.





That is, the gap for any H is
controlled by an expectation value
of H1/4.





Bound is sharp for the circle:



Gap bounds for (hyper) surfaces

Here h is the sum of the principal curvatures.



where



Bound is sharp for the sphere:



Spinorial Canonical
Commutation



Spinorial Canonical
Commutation



Sum Rules



Corollaries of sum rules

• Sharp universal bounds for all gaps

• Some estimates of partition function
        Z(t) = ∑ exp(-t λk)



Speculations and open problems

• Can one obtain/improve Lieb-Thirring bounds as a
consequence of sum rules?

• Full understanding of spectrum of Hg.
         What spectral data needed to determine the curve?
         What is the bifurcation value for the minimizer of λ1?
• Physical understanding of Hg and of the spinorial operators

it is related to.



Sharp universal bound
for all gaps



Partition function

Z(t) := tr(exp(-tH)).



Partition function



which implies


